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DARIUSZ DYSZKIEWICZ v.  
CITY OF NEW YORK, ET AL.

Supreme Court, Queens County 

Construction/2019

Succeeded on behalf of a construction client in an extremely difficult Labor Law 
241(6) case in Queens County. A construction worker fell down a set of stairs, 
portions of which were covered with a liquid – captured in great detail in color 
photos that also depicted the plaintiff lying at the bottom of the stairs. We obtained 
a unanimous defense verdict. Due to the injuries, the exposure was in excess of 
$5 million. Not only did we take on a well-known plaintiff’s law firm,  but that firm 
rejected an offer of $2 million made before closing statements. It also rejected a 
hi-low offer that would have paid $1 million even if our client won the trial.

CHARLEMAGNE v.  
NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT  
OF EDUCATION

Supreme Court, Kings County, New York  

Complex Tort & General Casualty/2019

Damages-only trial involving a 50-year-old union brick layer who claimed 
cervical and lumbar injuries with no surgeries and a mild traumatic brain 
injury. At the beginning of trial offer of $350,000 was made with  
50% reduction of workers’ compensation lien; offer was rejected and  
trial continued. As a result of our cross-examination of plaintiff’s neuro-
psychologist, the case settled right after plaintiff rested for $375,000 with 
plaintiff having to pay back his full recoverable lien.

SHANNON JR., ROBERT E., v.  
NEW YORK TIMES BUILDING, LLC, ET AL.

Supreme Court, New York County  

Complex Tort & General Casualty/2019

Plaintiff brought a lawsuit against building owners, our client, and an elevator 
company for an elevator incident that occurred on December 30, 2011.  
Plaintiff claimed that an elevator plunged over 30 floors from 43rd floor to 
11th floor. Plaintiff claimed that elevator incident occurred as a result of a 
broken cable that landed on top of the elevator cab and that both the owners 
and elevator company were aware of issues with the cables for at least 4 
months before the incident in question.  Plaintiff claimed significant injuries 
and underwent an anterior cervical discectomy with fusion, reconstructive 
hand/thumb surgery to the dominant hand, knee surgery and a second 
cervical surgery posteriorly.  In addition, plaintiff developed Dysphagia 
(swallowing difficulty), lost 100 pounds and required insertion of two feeding 
tubes. Plaintiff had not had solid foods or liquids in almost 4 years.  Plaintiff 
was 46 years old at time of incident and earning on average $150,000 per 
year and never returned to work.  Trial lasted 5 1/2 weeks with 25 witnesses 
testifying which included 17 expert witnesses.  Plaintiff’s counsel asked 
for $60 million in his closing argument.  After almost two full days of jury 
deliberations, jury returned a unanimous defense verdict for our client.
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JAKUB CULEK v.  
UNDERWRITERS AT LLOYD’S  
OF LONDON

Arbitration  

Insurance Coverage/2019

We successfully defended a denial of coverage insurance claim for 
Lloyd’s of London/Underwriters in a two day arbitration before a panel 
of three arbitrators. The unanimous decision found that Underwriters 
rightfully denied a claim for disability benefits to its insured under a 
sports disability policy, so benefits were not payable under the claim. The 
insured was a professional hockey player who initially claimed that he 
sustained an injury during a hockey game that rendered him permanently 
and totally disabled from being able to play professional hockey ever 
again. Underwriters denied the claim based on an endorsement exclusion 
that excluded any claim submitted for injury to or weakness of the lumbo-
sacral spine. New York law applied. About three months before the 
arbitration itself occurred, the insured retained an expert orthopedic from 
Toronto and changed his claim by arguing that this was a disease and 
not an injury, so the arbitration focused on the issue of whether an injury 
occurred, whether it was a disease instead of an injury and whether the 
exclusion applied. The policy benefit was $500,000 and the insured was 
seeking attorney’s fees as well.

HANOVER INSURANCE v.  
SEAVIEW AIR CONDITIONING, INC. 
AND EFFICIENT AIR SOLUTIONS, INC.

Supreme Court, New York  

General Liability/2018

Obtained a unanimous jury defense verdict in New York Supreme Court 
for our client, Seaview Air Conditioning, Inc., in a property damage 
subrogation case involving a fire that broke out as a result of faulty 
work done to an HVAC unit in an office building in Manhattan. Plaintiff 
claimed more than $700,000 in damages to its insured’s premises, 
which was a recording studio. Plaintiff claimed that either or both of the 
HVAC defendants who had serviced the subject HVAC unit at different 
times caused or contributed to causing the fire to break out in the HVAC 
system. We argued that our client was not responsible for the faulty work 
or fire and that the co-defendant, if anyone, was responsible for the 
faulty work done to the HVAC unit. The jury agreed with our arguments 
and concluded that EAS improperly wired the blower motor and that 
such was a proximate cause of the property damage. The jury further 
concluded that Seaview was not negligent and, therefore, concluded 
that EAS was 100% at fault for the property damage.

LUIGI MAIETTA v.  
TURNER CONSTRUCTION CO.

Supreme Court, Bronx County 

Construction Injury Defense/2018

Jury returned a unanimous defense verdict. Plaintiff brought an action  
under the Labor Law claiming he needed surgeries to both knees. Plaintiff 
never returned to work and claimed he could not work in any capacity.  
Our defense was that the un-witnessed accident did not occur as alleged, 
that plaintiff was capable of returning to work and that he did not sustain 
the injuries as claimed. The trial was for liability and damages. An offer  
of $425,000 had been made prior to trial and rejected.  Plaintiff asked  
for more than $2 million in his closing argument.
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JOSEPH DEGREGORIO v.  
CITY OF NEW YORK

Supreme Court, Bronx County 

Construction/Labor Law Accident/2018  

Damages-only trial as plaintiff was granted liability under Labor Law 240(1) 
(Scaffolding Labor Law). Plaintiff was a union laborer and never returned 
to work. Our defenses to damages were that plaintiff did not have RSD, 
made a very good recovery from his left foot crush injury, did not have 
any causally related back injuries and was able to return to work in an 
alternative capacity. An offer of $1.75 million was made two days before 
closing arguments. Plaintiff asked for $12 million in his closing statement. 
Jury deliberated for almost two full days and returned a verdict  
of $1,512,000; $238,000 less than the offer before closing arguments. 

CAHN v. RC DOLNER, INC., ET AL.

New York County Supreme Court 

Construction Injury Defense/2015

Obtained dismissal of lost earnings portion of claim for a 12-year-old 
case by the trial judge prior to jury selection; the plaintiff’s Workers’ 
Compensation lien was in excess of $500,000. Requested to take the 
lead, we secured a favorable apportionment of liability agreement that 
attributed 5% of a potential verdict to our client, RC Dolner.  Plaintiff’s 
counsel asked the jury for $12,000,000; the jury returned a $10,000 
verdict, thereby making our client’s contribution to the verdict $500.

DIMAGGIO v.  
MTA & NYC TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Kings County 

Construction Injury Defense/2015

Damages-only trial settled after two days for $3.25 million, with plaintiff 
paying back his workers’ compensation lien to our clients. Retained by  
the excess insurance carrier to take over the defense and trial of the case. 
The plaintiff asserted he could not return to work in any capacity and  
had a very good work history, averaging about 1,900 hours per year, 
so even if he obtained alternative employment, he would likely have had 
a reduced earnings and benefits claim. Plaintiff’s counsel were seeking 
a number in the $6 million range and then maintained a demand in the 
$5 million range at the time the trial started. After two days of trial that 
included cross-examination of two of the plaintiff’s orthopedic experts,  
we were able to settle the case for $3.25 million.

BALZANO v.  
TRANSEL ELEVATOR, INC.

New York Binding Arbitration under CBA Clause  

Union Grievance Defense/2014

Obtained complete dismissal of union grievance demanding back pay 
for the number of months plaintiff was unemployed and that he be hired 
by Transel (significant because Transel was concerned about setting a 
precedent that it could not determine which union members it had the 
right to hire in accordance with the CBA).
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JOSE A. NIETO v.  
CITY OF NEW YORK, DEPARTMENT 
OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW 
YORK AND NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL 
CONSTRUCTION AUTHORITY

Kings County 

Construction Injury Defense/2014

Damages-only trial settled for $1.5 million. Plaintiff’s demand before trial 
was $6 million and he was unwilling to lower it despite trial judge’s urging. 
Our closing argument was particularly strong and included a timeline 
of plaintiff’s complaints to physicians versus his recorded activities on 
surveillance. Just before jury deliberations plaintiff reduced his demand to 
$2 million, which we refused to pay. The case then settled for $1.5 million, 
even less than our pretrial evaluation range and plaintiff was required to 
pay back his workers’ compensation lien to our client.

CRESCENCIO PANTOJA v.  
CITY OF NEW YORK, NEW YORK CITY 
SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION AUTHORITY, 
METROPOLITAN ENTERPRISES, INC., 
S.M.& B. CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.  
AND SWING STAGING, INC.

Bronx Supreme Court 

Construction Injury Defense/2012

Settled for $3.5 million. Substituted as trial counsel to represent all the 
defendants under the NYC School Construction Authority insurance 
wrap-up policy. Plaintiff’s initial demand was $9 million; during closing 
arguments plaintiff’s counsel asked for $12 million. We extended two 
alternative offers; a high-low between $2 million and $4 million with 
plaintiff paying back his workers’ compensation lien or a set settlement  
for $3.5 million with the lien being paid back as well. Plaintiff settled for 
$3.5 million just before the jury’s verdict was read.

BORYCHOWSKI v.  
STATE OF NEW YORK

Court of Claims 

Construction Injury Defense/2007

Obtained a complete defense verdict. Plaintiff alleged that he fell because 
the ladder he was on was not held by a second person and that it was not 
secured as required under the industrial code. Plaintiff was a union bridge 
worker and never returned to work. We contended that the accident did  
not occur as alleged. The case was tried without a jury as it was in the 
Court of Claims, and plaintiff sought seven figures.

ESTATE OF ROBERTO LEYTON v.  
NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL 
CONSTRUCTION AUTHORITY 

Supreme Court, Kings County 

Wrongful Death Defense/1999 

Case settled for $2.3 million. Plaintiff’s decedent sustained fatal injuries 
when he fell from a roof. Partial summary judgment was granted as to 
liability in favor of plaintiffs under Labor Law 240(1) (Scaffolding Labor Law). 
During closing arguments, plaintiff’s attorney asked for more than $7 million 
for the estate. Due to an aggressive defense during trial, the jury returned a 
verdict of less than half of what plaintiff asked for in his closing argument; 
$3.148 million. After serving post-trial motions with strong appellate issues, 
we successfully convinced plaintiff’s counsel to settle the case for $2.3 million.
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CLARKE v. DAKAR DEVELOPERS, INC. 

Supreme Court, Bronx County 

Negligent Retention Defense/1998

After closing arguments while the jury was deliberating, case settled for 
$50,000. Construction worker sustained multiple fractures to the skull when 
struck in the head with a hammer by another employee during work hours. 
Plaintiff’s demand throughout trial remained at $950,000. During the course 
of trial, plaintiff’s counsel submitted motion papers requesting punitive 
damages, which were denied. We moved for and obtained a directed 
verdict dismissing the negligent hiring and assault claims. The only claim 
submitted to the jury was plaintiff’s negligent retention claim. 

MATUTE v.  
CHIOS CONSTRUCTION, ET AL. 

Supreme Court, Bronx County 

Construction Injury Defense/1996

Matter transferred to us after case was placed on the trial calendar and 
plaintiff had already obtained partial summary judgment on the issue of 
liability under the Scaffolding Labor Law against our client Chios (GC). 
Plaintiff’s employer also had been impleaded into the action. Plaintiff 
contended that he could not return to work as a construction worker and 
employer contended that it was not responsible for the accident. Plaintiff’s 
counsel asked for $1.2 million during closing arguments. After taking 
an aggressive approach during trial on the issues of plaintiff’s alleged 
neurological damage and inability to work and on the issue of apportionment, 
jury returned a total verdict of $300,800 and apportioned 55% negligence 
against the third-party employer.  

MCCAFFERTY v. UNIVERSAL 
MAINTENANCE CO., INC., ET AL. 

Supreme Court, New York County 

Trip and Fall Defense/1995 

Obtained a unanimous defendant’s verdict. Matter transferred to us after 
case was placed on the trial calendar. Elderly woman sustained a fractured 
wrist and alleged carpal tunnel syndrome as a result of a trip and fall on a 
rubber floor mat that was placed in the lobby of office building where she 
worked by our client. Plaintiff’s husband, who suffered a stroke subsequent 
to the accident, alleged a loss of services by the maintenance and 
companionship claim. Plaintiffs presented as very sympathetic during trial.
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